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Dear Superintendent:

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts

has long been recognized as a leader in the held

of education. Not only does Massachusetts

have an excellent public education system, it

also is home to many of the finest private

schools in the nation.

Insuring the safety of those schools has

always been one of my highest priorities. Since

first being elected to public office in 1982, 1 have

initiated numerous efforts to promote the safety

of the students and faculty within our schools.

These efforts include hosting an annual, state-

wide Safe Schools conference, convening

on-going working groups and task forces that

focus on improving collaboration between

schools and law enforcement agencies, and ex-

panding the highly successful SCORE (Student

Conflict Resolution Experts) program to 27

schools across the Commonwealth.

This Safe Schools Newsletter is yet another

such initiative. The Newsletter, which will be

published twice a year, is designed to provide

faculty and administrators in elementary and

secondary schools with timely information on

recent developments affecting school safety and

security. Recent cases addressing legal issues,

such as search and seizure in the schools, and

new legislation, on both the state and federal

level, will be analyzed in the Newsletter. The

Newsletter will also feature substantive articles

on legal topics of concern to educational per-

sonnel, such as domestic and dating violence

and its impact on the school aged population.

Finally, we hope that this Newsletter will pro-
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vide a vehicle for publicizing successful violence

prevention efforts currently operating in schools

across the Commonwealth.

In our work to insure the safety of our

children, we must remember that violence in our

schools is not a problem that only our schools

must address; rather, it is a problem our entire

society must address. A secure and stable school

environment requires the support and the re-

sources of the entire community, not only the

police and the school community. This News-

letter is designed not only to provide informa-

tion to schools, but also to serve as a catalyst to

encourage effective efforts both to respond to and

prevent violence in our schools and among the

school aged population. I look forward to work-

ing with vou on this vital mission.

Sincerelv,

otti^arsKFarger

Office of the Attorney General • One Ashburton Place • Boston, Place MA 02108 • (617) 7272200
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Harshbarger Announces
Filing of Safe Schools Act

On October 26, 1995

Attorney General Scott

Harshbarger, along with
Senator David

Magnani(D-Framingham)
and Representative

Shirlev Owens-Hicks
(D-Mattapan) unveiled a

legislative package aimed
at strengthening the

ability of law enforcement and school ad-

ministrators to improve the safety of stu-

dents and school personnel in the

Commonwealth's schools. Also in atten-

dance at the announcements, held at

Dorchester High School in Boston and
Framingham High School in Framingham,
were school administrators, local law en-
forcement personnel and representatives

from the Massachusetts Teachers Associa-
tion and the Massachusetts Federation of

Teachers.

The legislation creates gun free

school zones, increases the penalties for

assaults on school personnel, and expands
the authority of school officials to ban dis-

ruptive clothing. Furthermore, the legisla-

tion requires school officials to notify police

of incidents involving possession of drugs
or assaults resulting in serious physical
injury that occur during the school day or at

school sponsored activities. In another
significant change to existing law, the bill

would require probation officers to notify

schools if students are charged with or

adjudicated delinquent of certain crimes.

These acts include those involving the threat

or use of force against another individual, or
possession of a dangerous weapon or a

controlled substance.

The proposed legislation also re-

quests additional funding to allow for the

statewide expansion of the SCORE program,

a student mediation program that the Attor-

ney General's office has established in 27

schools. In another section, the bill would
authorize each District Attorney's Office to

establish a community based justice task

force in his or her county. These task forces,

which are currently operating in several

Massachusetts counties, have proven to be

highly successful in promoting cooperation

and collaboration between law enforcement

and schools.

At a press conference announcing his

intention to file this legislation, the Attorney

General said "We cannot allow good, decent

students and dedicated educators to be

afraid of going to school. This legislation

sends a clear message that we will have zero

tolerance for violence in our schools. If you

bring a weapon to school or assault a

teacher, you will be dealt with swiftly and

severelv. But if vou come to school to learn,

we will do everything in our power to be

sure that you can do so in a safe environ-

ment" Call your state Senator and Repre-

sentative to voice your support for Senate

2196, An Act to Promote the Safety of the

Commonwealth of

Massachusetts Schools.

For further informa-

tion on the Safe

Schools Act, contact

Assistant Attorney

General Norah M.

Wylie at (617)

727-2200.
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National SCORE
Conference Attracts School

Leaders From Across the Country

L November, representatives from
12 states and 56 Massachusetts communities
attended Attorney General Harshbarger's

national conference on student conflict

resolution. The two-day intensive seminar,
which was held at the Boston Park Plaza

Hotel, introduced educators, law enforce-

ment officials and public policy makers to

Harshbarger's nationally recognized SCORE
(Student Conflict Resolution Experts) and
CU (Crisis Inter-

vention Teams) ^^^^^^^^^«^^«^^
programs for

violence preven-

tion.

"LEARN
HOW TO RE-
SPOND TO A
VIOLENT
CRISIS AT
SCHOOL...

"

Roundtables,

group exercises

and hands-on

workshops pro-

vided participants

the opportunity to "™^^^^^^^™^^^™
learn how to re-

spond to a violent crisis at school and how
to create an individual action plan for pro-

gram development and replication. In

addition, SCORE peer mediators and staff

were availabe to discuss techniques key to

effective training and quality programs.

Harshbarger's SCORE program
operates in 27 high schools and middle
schools in Massachusetts. These school-

based mediation programs teach student

mediators to resolve violent and potentially

violent conflicts among their peers. The

SCORE program also helps students im-

prove their self-esteem, develop leadership

skills and use their training to deal with

conflict at home and in the community.

The CIT program sends specially

trained adult and student mediators into the

schools to provide short-term mediation

during a crisis. A special workshop at the

conference showed how community media-

tors responded to avert potential violence

during an actual school emergency.

For more information on the SCORE or

CIT programs, please call Kathy Grant,

Director of Mediation Services at the

Attorney General's Office:

(617) 727-2200, ext. 2933.
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PROTECTIVE ORDERS IN THE SCHOOLS:

Legal Overview and Practical Pointers for the School's Response

i

By: Carolyn Keshian,

Assistant Attorney General

Family and Community
Crimes Bureau

The Attorney General's Office wishes to acknowledge the

office of Essex County District Attorney Kevin Burke for its

contributions to this article.

Family violence is one of the most critical and
far reaching issues of our time. Once consid-

ered to be a "private family matter/' family

violence is now being properly treated as a

violent crime. This recognition has also

prompted a change in our response to family

violence. Initially, the entire burden of ad-

dressing domestic violence rested with the

criminal justice system. It is all too evident,

however, that the criminal justice system

alone cannot halt the epidemic of domestic

violence, and that a comprehensive, systemic

response from all social institutions is re-

quired.

To put the scope of the domestic violence

problem in context, a 1994 report by the Of-

fice of the Commissioner of Probation docu-

mented that in the span of one school vear,

757 civil restraining orders were issued by the

District and Probate courts of the Common-
wealth against adolescents between 11-17
years of age. More recently, the Office com-
pleted a study revealing that on average, a

domestic violence protective order is issued

just about every 2 minutes during court hours

in Massachusetts. In this same study, it was
found that approximately 43,000 children a

year in Massachusetts witness reported acts

of violence between family members.
Sixty-five percent of these children are under
the age of 8 years old.
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These figures are extremely disturbing. They

also may shed some light on the fact that we
know that teen dating violence affects at least

one in ten relationships. In fact, studies re-

veal that violence among teens is nearly as

prevalent as violence among adults. This is

important, because high school students may
actually establish patterns of violence in the

early dating years, which can persist into adult

relationships if the pattern of violence is not

interrupted.

As these facts demonstrate, school personnel

frequently find themselves on the front lines

of family violence situations — especially in

the context of teen dating violence. What fol-

lows is a brief question and answer guide for

schools on the Abuse Prevention Law in Mas-

sachusetts, G.L. c. 209A, and its application in

school. We cannot over emphasize the sig-

nificance of developing good working rela-

tionships, and promoting collaborative efforts,

with outside agencies and organizations. Spe-

cifically, your local district attorney's office,

local probation office, local police department,

battered women's service providers, and le-

gal advocacy organizations can be the source

of a great deal of practical information. More-

over, working together and opening up the

lines of communication can accomplish much

more than simply responding to an individual

crisis — building solid relationships along

multi-disciplinary lines can pave the way to-

wards reducing the level of violence on our

streets and in our homes.

Domestic violence is everyone's responsibil-

ity. Law enforcement cannot solve this prob-

lem alone. Working together, we can help

protect victims of

domestic violence through

successful collaborative efforts. _
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Domestic Violence

What is Domestic Violence?

Domestic violence or family violence is the abuse

of power or control. It is behavior used by one

person to control another through force or threats.

An abuser makes a choice to strike, hit, kick,

punch or threaten the victim.

Domestic violence includes physical and sexual

attacks and threats. These violent acts are crimi-

nal and the abuser can be prosecuted for commit-

ting them. The acts are a means of controlling the

victim's thoughts, feelings and behavior. This vio-

lence generally does not lessen over time. Instead,

the threats and/or beatings generally happen more

frequendy, last longer and cause greater physical

injuries.

Emotional abuse and insulting words are almost

always pan of the abuse pattern, but are not con-

sidered criminal acts. The wounds from these in-

juries, however, may be more difficult to heal.

Domestic violence is not caused by or provoked

by the actions or inactions of the victim. Domes-

tic violence is not directly caused by alcohol or

drug abuse, depression, lack of money, lack of a

job, mental illness or abuse as a child. However,

existing problems often create additional stress in

a relationship and may increase the risk of vio-

lence. Many abusers blame the victim or other

events in their lives for their violent acts and do

not take responsibility for the abusive behavior.

There is never an excuse for violence.

What is Teen Dating Violence?

"Teen dating violence" is the term given to do-

mestic violence occurring in a dating relationship

involving teens. The nature of the conduct is not

different than the conduct described above; how-

ever, the relationship between the parties is differ-

ent - the abuser and the victim are teen-agers in

an unmarried heterosexual or homosexual relation-

ship.

Although the term "teen dating violence" is often

used to characterize this form of abuse, the con-

duct is no less criminal (or delinquent, if the abuser

is under the age of seventeen) than abuse perpe-

trated by an adult, and, by law, the adolescent vic-

tim is provided with the same protections from

abuse as any adult victim.

What is Mass.

Gen. Laws Chapter 209A?

Chapter 209A is known as the "Abuse Prevention

Act." The Act sets out civil and criminal proce-

dures for a comprehensive response by the courts,

the police, prosecutors and other members of the

criminal justice system to domestic violence cases.

On the civil side of the response, the Act permits

the courts to determine the existence of abuse, and

issue a variety of court orders (protective orders)

for the protec- ^^""^^^^""^^^
tion of the vic-

tim. On the

criminal justice

side, the Act

sets forth spe-

cific require-

ments and

guidelines for

police officers

to follow when

responding to

cases of do-

mestic vio-

STATISTICS

REVEAL THAT
DATING VIO-

LENCE AFFECTS
AT LEAST 1 IN 10

TEEN RELA-
TIONSHIPS.

lence, along with independent criminal penalties

for certain violations of the court's civil protective

orders.
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Who is Protected by the Abuse Preven- What is the Legal Definition of Abuse
tion Act? in Massachusetts?

Any victim of abuse by a family or household
member may seek protection under the provisions

of C. 209A. It protects men, women, adults, mi-

nors, and those in same-sex as well as heterosexual

relationships. Family or household members are

defined as persons who:

are or were married to one another

are or were residing together in the

same household

are or were related by blood or

marriage

have a child in common regardless

of whether they ever married or

lived together

are or have been in a substantive

dating or engagement relationship

What is a Substantive Dating Relation-

ship?

Under the Abuse Prevention Act, the court deter-

mines the existence of a "substantive dating rela-

tionship" by considering the following factors:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

the length of time of the

relationship;

the type of relationship;

the frequency of interac-

tion between the parties;

and

if the relationship has

been terminated by either

person, the length of time

elapsed since the termi-

nation of the relationship.

It is important to know that minors in a dating
relationship, including same-sex relationships,

are clearly protected by this definition, and are
given the same protections as any other family
or household member, including married per-
sons.

The Abuse Prevention Act defines abuse as:

*

*

*

actual physical abuse;

an attempt to harm another,

placing another in fear of

serious physical harm;

causing another to engage

in sexual relations by force,

threat of force or duress.

What is an Abuse Prevention (or

"209A") Order?

An Abuse Prevention Order, sometimes

called a "209A order," "protective order," or

"restraining order," is a civil court order that

seeks to provides protection from physical or

sexual harm caused by force or threat ofharm from

a family or household member. The order places

limitations and restrictions on the abuser to pro-

vide the victim with protection from further abuse.

What Relief Can a Person Suffering

from Abuse Request?

A person suffering from abuse by an adult or mi-

nor family or household member, or someone with

whom the victim is or was involved in a substan-

tive dating relationship, may request a number of

court orders for the protection from abuse, includ-

ing, but not limited to, the following:

* an order to stop or refrain

from abuse;

* an order to have no contact

with the plaintiff or a child in

the plaintiffs custody;

* an order to vacate or move out

of the household or apartment,

and to remain away from the

household, and workplace;
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* an order awarding the plaintiff cause to believe a child under the age of eigh-

with temporary custody of a teen is suffering from abuse and/or neglect. A
minor child: verbal report (by phone) must be made immedi-

* an order requiring the defen- ately, followed by a written report within 48 hours,

dant to pay temporary sup- A staff member of a public or private school, as a

port for the plaintiff or any mandated reporter, must immediately notify the

child in the plaintiffs custody. designated person in charge or responsible for re-

ceiving such information. That person then be-

In the teen dating context, orders to refrain from comes responsible for filing the report. Failure to

abuse, and to have no contact with the victim are comply with the statute may result in a fine of

frequendy issued. The judge will also order the $1,000. Mandated reporters may not be held li-

abuse to surrender all guns and gun permits. able in any civil or criminal actions for filing a

report. So for example, if a 16 year old young

woman is being beaten by her boyfriend, a teacher

Can a Minor Obtain a 209A Order? or principal should report such abuse to DSS. In

addition, the teacher should advise the young

A minor, a person under 1 8 years old, can obtain a woman of the availability of the remedies under

209A order with some additional measures taken 209A.

to account for the minor's age and degree of so-

phistication. Generally, a parent or guardian needs por example, if a 17 year old young woman is be-

to be present, but the judge can decide to issue a mS abused by her boyfriend, a teacher or principle

209A order without a parent present if the minor should report such abuse to DSS. In addition, the

appears to be in danger. In some cases, the De- teacher should advise the young woman of the

partment of Social Services may offer assistance availability of the remedies under 209A.

in gaining help for a minor. Many high schools

and colleges also offer support groups for students

in violent relationships. A parent may also obtain How and Where is an Application for a
a protective order for his or her child, if sufficient Protective Order Filed?
evidence is presented.

A 209A order can be obtained in any District Court,

Superior Court, or Probate Court and Family Court

What are the School's Obligations for in Massachusetts. An emergency 209A order can

Reporting Abuse and Neglect? be obtained through any police department after

court hours, on weekends and holidays. A person

The law requires that school personnel, including wno wishes to obtain a 209A order (the "plaintiff'

administrators, teachers, and counselors who have or 'Victim") does not need a lawyer to file for a

reasonable cause to believe that a child under the 209A order a™1 there is no cnarge for filing,

age of 18 is suffering from serious physical or

emotional abuse and/or neglect , including sexual

abuse , must immediately report such incidents to What Happens in Court?
the Department of Social Services.

In court, the plaintiff must demonstrate a

The law does not ask the mandated reporter to as- substantial likelihood of immediate danger of abuse

sess whether the perpetrator was in a caretaker role, to meet the standard for issuing a 209A order. The

What is required is that the mandated reporter judge may grant or deny the 209A order after

file a 51A report whenever there is reasonable speaking with the plaintiff. If the judge grants the
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order, the plaintiff will receive a Temporary Or-

der for up to ten days. A court date will be sched-

uled within 10 court days for the plaintiff to re-

turn to court for a Permanent Order, which may

be issued for up to one year. The plaintiff should

keep a copy of the order with him/her at all

times. The judge will also order the abuser to sur-

render all guns and gun permits.

The police will deliver (serve) a copy of the Order

to the abuser and will keep a copy on file at the

police station.

Are Protective Orders Applicable in

Schools?

Yes. Unless there are specific conditions exclud-

ing contact on school grounds or in specific classes

from the terms of the order, a 209A order must be

obeyed by the abuser during school hours and on

school grounds.

For example, under the terms of a restraining or-

der prohibitting any contact, a defendant could not

attend the same class as a victim. There may be

substantial practical obstacles that must be over-

come in order to accomplish this task. It is there-

fore advisable that school officials take an active

role to ensure that the terms of the protective or-

der, particularly any no contact provisions, are fol-

lowed on school grounds. (See pages 9 - 10 for

some guidelines on this point.)

What are the Consequences if an Abuser

Violates an Order Issued Under Chap-

ter 209A?

A violation in any way of certain terms

of a Temporary or Permanent 209A Protective

Order is a criminal offense. Specifically, it is a

crime, punishable by up to two and one half

years imprisonment, to violate orders to vacate

or leave the premises, to refrain from abuse and
to have no contact with the plaintiff. Other pro-

visions of the orders may be enforced by any other

proper legal mechanism, including by civil con-

tempt proceedings. Frequently, other criminal of-

fenses in addition to the violation of the protective

order also may be charged. (See page 1 1 for some

examples of other criminal charges.)

What Constitutes a "Violation" of An

Order?

A violation is the abuser's non-compliance with

the limitations, restrictions or demands of what is

ordered by the court in the 209A order.

For example, if the 209A order contains a no con-

tact provision, and the abuser contacts the victim

by telephone, or sends the victim a letter, the order

has been violated, even if the contact appears to be

benign.

Can the Plaintiff Violate an Order?

Only the defendant can violate the order. The vic-

tim cannot violate the order, though reasonable

behavior and cooperation is expected of both par-

ties. In addition, school personnel or oi er per-

sons can not violate the order.

What Should School Personnel Do if

They Become Aware that a Violation has

Occurred?

As stated above, any violation of the no contact,

refrain from abusing, or vacate provisions of an

order is a criminal offense. If school personnel

have reason to believe that any one of these provi-

sions of an order has been violated, the local po-

lice should be notified.

Police officers are required under the law

to arrest the defendant if there is probable cause to

believe that the defendant has violated a no con-

tact, refrain from abusing, or vacate provision of a

protective order. The determination of probable
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cause rests solely with the police. It is not the

obligation or role of school personnel to deter-

mine whether or not a violation did, in fact, take

place.

What Steps Should School Officials Take

When a Protective Order is Issued Be-

tween Students?

School officials should develop policies (ideally,

prior to being confronted with a situation) for deal-

ing with protective orders between students and

protective orders issued against non-students for

the protection of a student. Students should be

strongly encouraged to approach administrators for

assistance with the situation, to ensure that appro-

priate actions and safety planning result.

These policy suggestions may be useful to

assist school personnel in dealing with

many types of situations -- including situ-

ations involving "stay away" orders, or in

situations in which one or both of the par-

ties are faculty members.

Some Recommended Policies

1. IN ESTABLISHING POLICIES TO RE-

SPOND TO PROTECTIVE ORDERS INTHE
SCHOOL, IT IS STRONGLY RECOM-
MENDED THAT SCHOOL OFFICIALS
COLLABORATE WITH OUTSIDE AGEN-
CIES, SUCH AS THE LOCAL POLICE, THE
LOCAL DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE,

THE PROBATION DEPARTMENT, BAT-
TERED WOMEN'S SERVICE PROVIDERS,
AND LEGAL ADVOCACY PROJECTS.
THESE AGENCIES CAN BE EXTREMELY
HELPFUL, AND CAN PROVIDE SCHOOLS
WITH A GREATDEAL OF INFORMATION
AND ASSISTANCE ON AN ON-GOING
BASIS.

2. ONCE THE SCHOOL IS NOTIFIED
THAT A PROTECTIVE ORDER EXISTS,

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS MAY
WANT TO HOLD SEPARATE MEETINGS
WITH EACH STUDENT INVOLVED TO
REVIEW THE ORDER AND OUTLINETHE
STEPS THAT WILL BE TAKEN BY THE
SCHOOL TO IMPLEMENT THE ORDER.

COMPLIANCE WITHTHETERMS OFTHE
ORDER BENEFITS BOTH PARTIES. RE-

MEMBER, HOWEVER, THAT IN ISSUING

THE ORDER, A COURT HAS ALREADY
DETERMINED THAT ABUSE HAS OC-

CURRED. THIS MEETING SHOULD NOT
BE SEEN AS AN OPPORTUNITYFORTHE
DEFENDANTTO TELL HIS ORHER "SIDE

OF THE STORY."

3. KEEP THIS INFORMATION AS PRI-

VATE AS IS PRACTICALAND POSSIBLE,

CONSISTENT WITH THE NEED TO PRO-

TECT THE SAFETY OF THE VICTIM.

4. AS A COURT HAS DETERMINED
THATTHE VICTIM IS BEING ABUSED. IT

IS ESSENTIAL TO ACCOMMODATETHE
VICTIM, NOT THE DEFENDANT, IN

MAKING ANY ADJUSTMENTS TO
SCHEDULES, PLANS ETC.

5. ESTABLISH A "SAFETY PLAN" WITH
THE VICTIM TO ADDRESS HIS/HER

NEEDS, INCLUDING "SAFETY STOPS,"

STAFF TO REPORT TO IF CONCERNS
ARISE OR A VIOLATION OCCURS, AND
ANY SCHEDULE CHANGES THAT MAY
BE CONSIDERED.

6. SCHEDULE CHANGES AND OTHER
ADAPTATIONS, SUCH AS CHANGES OF

LOCKERS, SEATING ASSIGNMENTS,

ETC. MAY NEED TO BE MADE TO
AVOID FACE-TO-FACE CONTACT WITH

THE DEFENDANT. IN SUCH CASES, THE

VICTIM'S SCHEDULE SHOULD BE AC-

COMMODATED, NOT THE ABUSER'S.

7. GIVE A CLEAR MESSAGE THAT
THERE IS TO BE NO EXCHANGE R
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COMMUNICATION. ESTABLISH CLEAR
GUIDELINES SUCH AS A DELINEATION
OF SPACE BETWEEN PARTIES (FEET,

YARDAGE, ROUTE TO CLASS). BE
CLEAR THAT THERE SHOULD BE NO
EXCHANGES BETWEEN THE PARTIES
(I.E., VERBAL, NON-VERBAL, THREAT-
ENING, NON-THREATENING, NOTES,
GIFTS, GESTURES). EMPHASIZE THAT
THIS INCLUDES THE EXCHANGE OF
MESSAGES THROUGH A THIRD PARTY
-- FRIENDS, FACULTY MEMBERS, AND
SO FORTH.

8. GIVEN THE PRACTICAL REALITIES
OF A CLOSED SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT,
THE ORDER MAY NEED TO BE MODI-
FIED IN COURT TO ENSURE CLEAR
GUIDELINES AROUND CONTACT IN
CASES OTHER MODIFICATIONS ARE
NOT PRACTICAL.

9. NOTIFY THE LOCAL POLICE IF IT IS

BELIEVED THAT A VIOLATION OC-
CURRED.

What Steps Should School Officials Take
When A Protective Order Is Issued

Against a Non-Student For The Protec-

tion of a Student?

In addition to dating violence situations, other cases

may arise in which a student may obtain a restrain-

ing order. For example, a child may have a re-

straining order prohibitting a parent or sibling from

contacting him or her.

While the logistical problems that arise when a

protective order is issued between students do not

arise in this situation, many of the policy tips are

still relevant. Again, school systems may want to

consult outside agencies in devising an appropri-

ate policy. Some suggested policies include:

1. ONCE THE SCHOOL IS NOTIFIED
THAT A PROTECTIVE ORDER EXISTS,

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS MAY
WANT TO HOLD A MEETING WITH THE
STUDENT AND HIS/HER FAMILY TO
GATHER ANY INFORMATION AND RE-

VIEW THE TERMS OF THE ORDER.

2. KEEP THIS INFORMATION AS PRI-

VATE AS IS PRACTICAL AND POSSIBLE.

3. ESTABLISH A "SAFETY PLAN" WITH
THE VICTIM TO ADDRESS HIS/HER
NEEDS, INCLUDING "SAFETY STOPS,"

STAFF TO REPORT TO IF CONCERNS
ARISE OR A VIOLATION OCCURS, AND
ANY SCHEDULE CHANGES, LOGISTI-

CAL ADAPTATIONS OR OTHER PROTEC-
TIVE MEASURES THAT MAY BE CON-
SIDERED.

4. NOTIFY THE PROPER AUTHORITIES
IF IT IS BELIEVED THAT A VIOLATION
OCCURRED.

In these situations, it is important to provide vic-

tims with support and assistance. There may be

some simple efforts that school personnel can take,

such as keeping a picture of the defendant on file,

or ensuring that the victim is picked up from school

by the appropriate person, that will go a long way

in helping the victim to feel safe.

What Can the Parties Do if They Want

to Change the Terms of the Order?

The terms of the order may be changed only by

the court in which the order was first given. Any

changes in the order must be made with both the

victim and the abuser present in such court. A re-

quest to change or amend the order can be made at

the Clerk's Office, and a hearing will be arranged

before a judge.
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Is a 209A Order the Only Type of

"Restraining Order" That Schools

May Encounter?

No. As school personnel may know, there are sev-

eral types of court-issued orders that restrain a

defendant's conduct. You may hear terms such

as, "restraining order," "stay away order,"

"civil rights injunction," and "injunctive or-

der." Each of these types of orders are issued un-

der different statutory authority and may have dif-

ferent consequences if violated. Nevertheless, all

of these terms are frequently used interchangeably.

In fact, in reviewing an order, you may find that it

is actually a 209A order, even if another term is

used to characterize it. THE SCHOOL SHOULD
ATTEMPT TO DETERMINE WHAT COURT
ISSUED THE ORDER AND TO ASCERTAIN
THE EXACT REQUIREMENTS. FOR ALL
PRACTICAL PURPOSES, HOWEVER, THE
SCHOOL SHOULD CONTINUE TO TREAT
THESE ORDERS THE SAME. In every case, the

safety of the victim, or protected party, should be

the primary objective.

What Crimes Can be Charged?

way that may cause serious injury or death to an-

other.

Threats (G.L. c. 27, § 4): verbal or written threats

which a victim reasonably believes the abuser can

act on.

Annoying or Harassing Telephone Calls (G.L.

c. 269, § 14A): repeated telephone calls for the sole

purpose of harassing or annoying someone.

Trespassing (G.L. c. 266, § 120): entering or re-

maining in or on a house or land in violation of a

209A Order.

Malicious Destruction of Personal Property

(G.L. c. 266, § 127): destruction or injury to per-

sonal property, a house or building in a manner

that is willful and malicious.

Stalking (G.L. c. 265, § 43(a)): willful, malicious

and repeated following or harassing of an indi-

vidual AND the making of threats with the intent

to place that person in imminent fear of death or

serious bodily injury. The penalties are greater for

a conviction on a stalking crime committed in vio-

lation of a 209A Order.

In addition to the crime of violating a 209A Pro-

tective Order, there may be circumstances in which

an abuser can be charged with other crimes com-

mitted at or near the time of the violation, some of

which may include:

Assault (G.L. c. 265, § 13A): an attempt or offer

to do bodily injury by force or violence or an at-

tempt to batter.

Assault and Battery (G.L. c. 265, § 13A): harm-

ful or unpermitted touching of another, no matter

how slight, without a legal right to do so.

Assault and Battery by Means of a Dangerous

Weapon (G.L. c. 265, § 15): battery with a dan-

gerous weapon, such as a baseball bat, a shod foot,

an ashtray, a knife or any other object used in a
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FACT SCENARIOS
209A PROTECTIVE ORDER IN SCHOOL

Cindy is an 11th grader at North High School. In

October, she starts dating Bob, a good student, and

the captain of the wrestling team. Bob is extremely

jealous and controlling. He intimidates her with

threats, and recently slapped her across the face for

talking to a male friend on the phone. She ends the

relationship, but Bob will not leave her alone. He
follows her home from school, and calls her house

several times each night. Cindy gains the courage

to go to North District Court to seek a 209A protec-

tive order against Bob, which the judge grants. The
209A order requires Bob to refrain from abusing

Cindy, and to have no contact with her. Cindy and

Bob are in an advanced placement history class to-

gether - the only one the school offers, and they share

the same lunch period. Cindy tells you about the

existence of the restraining order.

Should the school the concerned with

this situation?

Yes. The school should take steps to help en-

force this protective order to avoid a situation

which increases the likelihood that the defen-

dant may violate the order and jeopardize the

safety of the victim.

What steps may be taken?

School administrators should meet separately

with Cindy and Bob and their parents and re-

view the terms of the order. With Bob, set clear

guidelines that respect the terms of the order,

and emphasize that any deviation from the terms

of the order will not be tolerated and will be re-

ported to the authorities. Establish a safety plan

with Cindy. Identify staff members to report to

if concerns arise or a violation of the order oc-

curs. Consider adjusting Bob's schedule so that

he does not come into contact with her. Think

creatively. Can Bob be moved out of AP his-

tory? Is a tutor possible? If a schedule change
is not possible, establish clear guidelines that

define expected behavior. Consider requiring

that Bob enter class a few minutes early and leave

a few minutes after the end of the period to avoid

contact with Cindy. Make sure the teacher

knows that Bob and Cindy should not be assigned

to work together as part of a class requirement

Cindy's safety and concerns are paramount

Bob has not come into contact with Cindy for

several weeks. One day, he has his teammate

Ralph slip a note Bob wrote in her locker that says

"I miss you and I'm sorry! Please come back to

me. - Bob"

Is this a violation of the restraining

order?

Yes. It makes no difference that this note was

delivered by a third party. Even though the sub-

stance of the note appears to be benign and apolo-

getic, a criminal violation of the 209A order has

nonetheless occurred.

What actions would you take if Cindy

comes to you with the note? What if

she says she is not scared of him?

Because this is a violation of the order, if Cindy

comes to you with the note, the incident should

be reported to the local police. As long as the

protective order is in effect, the school should

not respond differently because of Cindy's

affirmations that she is not in fear. While

Cindy's assessment of her safety is valuable, it

may not always be the best indicator. There

could be any number of reasons that Cindy states

that she is not in fear - including pressure ex-

erted by Bob or his friends. In the event that

Cindy no longer desires a 209A order, the ap-

propriate legal steps may be taken in court to

modify or vacate the existing order. Unless and

until the order is modified, Bob must still com-

ply with terms of the order.
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Framingham's

"Non-Incident Related Contact" Program

Addressing the problem of school dis-

ruption and violence cannot be accomplished

by school personnel acting alone. Often, inci-

dents of crime and delinquency that occur

outside school can have a significant impact
on the school community. Collaborative ef-

forts, involving other community agencies

and extending beyond school grounds and
school hours, are essential to insuring a safe

community and school environment The
Non-Incident Related Contact (NIRC) pro-

gram, is an example of such a collaborative

effort

NIRC , established in the town of

Framingham nearly a year and a half ago, is

an innovative program designed to prevent

''at-risk'' youth from involvement in crime or

delinquency. The program, a partnership ef-

fort of the Framingham Police Department,

the Framingham Public School System, and
the Probation Department at Framingham
District Court, seeks to encourage positive in-

teractions and develop supportive relation-

ships with these youth in a variety of set-

tings—social, educational and community.
One evening each week, NIRC partners travel

around the community together, making

home visits and stops at playgrounds, malls,

community sports events and similar loca-

tions, to meet with youth on their own ground.

NIRC partners offer support and encourage-

ment to middle and high school youth through

such informal exchanges. In addition, the vis-

ible presence of NIRC partners in the com-

munity and at neighborhood locations in-

creases effective law enforcement Through

partnership, presence and prevention, the pro-

gram strengthens the level of trust and lines

of communication between youth and the

NIRC agencies in an effort to prevent crime

and delinquency in the school aged popula-

tion. For more information on the NIRC pro-

gram, contact Robert Flaherty, Principal of the

Framingham High School at (617) 626-9192.

Let us know ifyou have a successful collaborative

program at work in your school or community.

Send tlie information in to Norah Wylie, Deputy

Chief of tlie Family and Community Crimes Bu-

reau, or Denise Snyder, Publications Coordinator

at tlie Office of the Attorney General, One Ash-

burton Place, Boston, MA 02108.
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United States Supreme Court Declares Drug
Testing of School Athletes Constitutional

Impact on Massachusetts Public Schools Unclear

By ter drug use had not accomplished their purpose.

John Softs Scheft, Esq. Following a parent "input night," the school

adopted a drug policy in which students wishing

to play sports were required to consent to drug test-

Twenty-five years ago, the United States ing at the beginning of the season and, for a ran-

Supreme Court observed that while students do not domly chosen sample, during the season. Under

"shed their constitutional rights ... at the school- the program, students produce urine samples in

house gate," the exact nature of those rights will front of an adult monitor— boys face a urinal while

depend on what is appropriate for children in school fully clothed with their backs to the monitor, girls

settings.* In June, 1995, the Supreme Court ruled produce samples in a bathroom stall, so that they

that a school district did not violate the federal con- can be heard but not observed by the monitor. The

stitution by implementing a program of random samples are sent to an independent laboratory to

urinalysis testing for student athletes. be tested for illegal narcotics; procedures are

99.94% accurate.

The case of Vernonia School District v.

Acton2 pitted seventh grader James Acton and his Positive test results are only communicated

parents against administrators of an Oregon school to a select group of administrators, and a second

district. Acton refused to have his urine tested for test is administered as soon as possible to confirm

drugs, a prerequisite in his school for participation results. If the second test was negative, no further

in football. Administrators justified their program action was taken. If positive, the school imposes

on the grounds that athletes were leaders in an es- participation in an assistance program that features

calating drug culture which had increased school weekly urinalysis testing, and suspension from ath-

discipline problems. Furthermore, student athletes letics. The extent of treatment/punishment depends

who used drugs were also at an increased risk of on whether there are prior infractions,

significant sports-related injuries.

Legal Analysis

The Policy

As a state agency, a public school engages

The school's drug policy had been instituted in a "search" under the Fourth Amendment when

when administrators and parents felt that educa- it compels the collection and testing of urine. The

tion programs and other measures designed to de- Fourth Amendment requires that official searches

1 Tinker v. Des Moines Independent Community School District, 393 U.S. 503, 506 (1969).

The full text of the Supreme Court's opinion, including the dissenting opinion, can be found on

West Law, a computer research service. The case citation is 1995 WL 373274 (U.S.). In addition, the text

is available at any law library in 132 L. Ed. 564 (1995).
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of this kind be "reasonable." Reasonableness is

judged by balancing the intrusion on the

individual's privacy against the value of the gov-

ernmental interest promoted.

Privacy Infringement Minimal

In examining the first prong of this balanc-

ing test - the intrusion on privacy - the Court found

that students should expect a diminished level of

privacy while in school. To guide the educational

process, school officials appropriately exercise a

great degree of supervision and control over stu-

dents. The fact that students are required to sub-

mit to physical examinations and regular vaccina-

tions as a prerequisite to enrollment, indicate that

they have a lesser expecation of privacy with re-

gard to medical examinations and procedures than

the general population. According to the Court,

student athletes have even less expectations of pri-

vacy given that, in order to compete, they must

"undress" in non-private settings and be subject to

preseason physical exams and rules regulating their

conduct.

Furthermore, the Court maintained that the

privacy interests compromised by the urine col-

lection process were minimal, since the conditions

of collection are nearly identical to those typically

encountered in public restrooms. In addition, the

tests only look for standard drugs and not for medi-

cations taken for medical conditions. Finally, the

test results are released to a limited number of in-

dividuals.

School Interests Compelling

In contrast to the invasion of privacy is-

sue, which the Court largely dismissed, the school's

interests in pursuing the drug policy were seen as

compelling. The Court noted that:

School years are the time when the

physical, psychological, and addictive

effects of drugs are most severe . . .

And of course the effects of a drug-

infested school are visited not just upon

the users, but upon the entire student

body and faculty, as the educational

process is disrupted . . . [T]he neces-

sity for the State to act is magnified by

the fact that this evil is being visited

not just upon individuals at large, but

upon children for whom it has under-

taken a special responsibility of care

and direction. Finally, it must not be

lost sight of that this program is di-

rected more narrowly to drug use by

school athletes, where the risk of im-

mediate physical harm to the drug user

or those with whom he is playing his

sport is particularly high.

The Court supported its conclusion by referring to

a number of incidents that school administrators

had mentioned to justify their establishment of the

drug program. Thus, the court found the particu-

lar program of drug testing employed by the

Vernonia School District was constitutionally

sound.

Impact ofDecision on Massachusetts Unclear

The exact impact of the Supreme Court's

Vernonia decision on Massachusetts schools is

unclear, however. The Supreme Court decided

Vernonia on the basis of federal constitutional law.

While federal law has tremendous weight in Mas-

sachusetts, its application may be nullified if our

state's highest court decides that our state consti-

tution provides greater privacy rights to students.

See, for example, Comm. v. Snyder, 413 Mass.

521 (1992)(Massachusetts constitution may be in-

voked to give school administrators within the

Commonwealth less authority to search students

for evidence than permitted under the federal con-

stitution).

The final interpreter of Massachusetts law

is our Supreme Judicial Court (SJC). Interestingly

enough, the SJC upheld a private university's ran-

dom drug testing program for athletes six years

ago. See Bally v. Northeastern University, 403
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Mass. 713 (1989). It would be a mistake, how-

ever, to assume that the Bally decision is a blue-

print for how the justices will rule on a testing pro-

gram applied to younger children in a public school

setting.

While the Vernonia and Bally decisions

do not enable us to predict with certainty the le-

gality of random drug testing in publi schools in

Massachusetts, they do provide important guidance

on what features need to be present if a program is

likely to pass a court's scrutiny. Thus, school ad-

ministrators contemplating the implementation of

any such program would have to consider how they

will: (1) justify drug testing as a response to a per-

sistent drug problem associated with school ath-

letics; (2) apply the program evenhandedly to males

and females without arbitrary selection about which

athletes participate; (3) administer monitored urine

collection procedures in a way that rninimizes the

intrusion into students' privacy; (4) establish that

the analysis process is accurate and designed to

discover the presence of dangerous substances

without the unnecessary exposure of private health

information; (5) limit the number of administra-

tors privy to confidential test results; and (6) re-

spond to positive test results in a fair manner by

providing opportunities for education and treatment

while upholding school discipline. Clearly, set-

ting up a program that meets these criteria presents

a challenge to school administrators.

Vernonia in a Broader Educational Context

The legal question of whether specific drug

testing programs are constitutional is likely to con-

tinue to result in legal challenges. The larger ques-

tion— whether drug testing is an effective or ap-

propriate method for educational institutions to

employ — will likely promote even more wide

ranging discussions. Ultimately, it is the

administrator's response to this second question

that will decide whether it is necessary to address

the first one. A reasoned answer is beyond the

scope of this article because it depends so heavily

on the needs of a particular school system and the

perspectives of administrators, teachers, parents

and students.

However, in considering the broader im-

plications of Vernonia, it is important to remem-

ber that there was significant disagreement among

the Supreme Court justices who decided the case.

While a majority of justices found random drug

testing to be a minimal privacy intrusion in re-

sponse to a compelling problem, a vocal minority

saw the "blanket search" policy behind random

drug testing to be fundamentally invasive and un-

constitutional. In a dissenting opinion, they wrote:

"The population of our Nation's public

schools, grades 7 through 12, numbers

around 18 million ... By the reasoning of

today's decision, the millions of these stu-

dents who participate in interscholastic

sports, an overwhelming majority ofwhom
have given the school officials no reason

whatsoever to suspect they use drugs at

school, are open to an intrusive bodily

search."

Thus, it would be prudent for administra-

tors to pursue other less controversial, and less in-

trusive, means of addressing the problem of drug

use among the student population before consid-

ering the adoption of a program ofrandom testing.
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CIVIL RIGHTS IN OUR SCHOOLS:
BUILDING A SAFE SCHOOL COMMUNITY

DATE: Tuesday, April 2, 1996
TIME: 8:00 am to 3:00 pm
PLACE: Crowne Plaza Motel,

Natick, .Massachusetts

FEATURED TOPICS:
j

S rirst Amenament Rights in Ochools

S L/iscrimination ana Hate Crimes

j
S .Making Schools Sale for Gay ana Lesbian Students

r Oexual Harassment ana Gender Related Issues

S SCORE (Student Conflict Resolution Experts) &
CI I X Conflict Intervention Teams)

]

j

ADMISSION FEE: $35.00 per person

J (Includes: Written materials, coffee, tea, pastry and. lunch)

• • •

j

l

_

j

apace is Limited J

J

J
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